Since the 1960s onwards, the nature and the future of the European Union have been defined in legal terms. Yet, we are still in need of an explanation as to how this entanglement between law and EU polity-building emerged and how it was maintained over time. While most of the literature offers a disembodied account of European legal integration, *Brokering Europe* reveals the multifaceted roles Euro-lawyers have played in EU polity, notably beyond the litigation arena. In particular, the book points at select transnational groups of multipositioned entrepreneurs that have elevated the role of law in all sorts of EU venues. In doing so, it draws from a new set of intellectual resources (field theory) and empirical strategies only very recently mobilized for the study of the EU. Grounded on an extensive historical investigation, *Brokering Europe* provides a revised narrative of the ‘constitutionalization of Europe’.
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In this groundbreaking addition to the series *Studies in European Law and Policy*, Antoine Vauchez invites the reader to rethink the interconnection of law and the polity of Europe. How exactly, he asks, did Europe come to be defined in legal terms?

Vauchez argues that the shift away from a set of treaties which simply provided technocrats and politicians with the technical expertise in comparative law needed to bring about an alignment of economic interests through common economic laws towards a set of arrangements comprising various sources of law (treaties, legislation, case law, etc.) which can be seen as an overarching constitutional settlement requiring the crucial agency of humans: Euro-lawyers. But this is not a book as such about those personalities and personages, better or worse known, but rather about the power of law itself which displays a brokering capacity helping to hold together Europe’s rather disorganized and disjointed polity.

Thus, in contradistinction to political science narratives which have identified various (essentially) external factors, which contribute to law’s power, Vauchez’s is an internal analysis, underpinned by legal and social theory. Empirically, this is fleshed out by a uniquely wide-ranging set of sources about law, legal activities and lawyers, including biographical details, archival information from the European institutions and legal scholarly outputs. This, therefore, is a theoretically informed book, but not a book about theory. We commend it warmly as an important edition to our series.

Jo Shaw
Laurence Gormley
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